
Participant-Directed Programs Policy Collaborative (PDPPC)

April 27, 2022

Draft Stakeholder Minutes for Review & Approval

John Barry opened the meeting at 1:00 and explained that we in a new system Zoom

to go into breakout groups.  He introduced Jennifer Larson to explain the Zoom

feature.

People on the phone only identified themselves. Attendees online used the online

attendance link to document their attendance.

March Draft Stakeholder Minutes:  No comments and minutes accepted unanimously

Open Forum #1:

● Robin Bolduc:  Can we put agenda item for next 18 months on national

consumer directed learning collaborative. Colorado was chosen to be part of

this.  She is part of the team. It is a planning process. Focus on specific goal

and how to meet that goal with an outcome. Their goal is accurate information

about what is available and how to prove more support to help make this

successful. They need more direct input, and this is the place to do this. They

are interacting with other teams in other states to see what is working

elsewhere.  We are light years ahead of other states.

● Stephanie Reese (Consumer Direct Colorado): Introducing new FMS and Case

management coordinator. Adam Markert introduced himself. He is a teacher by

training and happy to be in this role. Adam Markert,

AdamM@consumerirectcare.com, 844-381-4433, FMS & CMA Coordinator CDCO

● Rebecca Sturdivant (PPL): Last month she spoke of an Initiative to discontinue

paper pay stubs for people who have direct deposit, they are not doing this and

instead they decided to do education campaign to allow people to opt out of

paper pay stubsPeople can reach out to PPL any way they want to opt out of

888-752-8250 and email ppcdass@ppgus.com.

TELLIGEN UPDATE:

Dani Comtstock re Telligen following up on questions from last month.  She explained

the different types of reviews and we got a copy of this in our packet.  Express review

is an option every other year.  She explained what was written on the form.

Questions
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Do you still need a prescription for exercise on an express review?  Dani was not sure

and will get back to us.

WE HAD BREAKOUT GROUP DISCUSSIONS:

The breakout room process was reviewed and we went into breakout groups. A brief

summary is below but the feedback on doing smaller discussion groups was very

positive. Erin said they were seeking feedback about how to improve this method

further.

● IHSS Breakout Room: The group went well, did introductions, create

opportunity to make a more effective use of time, use this as IHSS

subcommittee.  They also answered questions and had good discussion.

● FMS/CDCO Breakout Room: It was a small group, but focused on what are

services provided by FMS and the training vendor on a high level. Discussed

best way to work to get support, info, etc., that people need.

● CDASS Members, Families, Advocates Breakout Room: It was a good

discussion. Discussed several issues. It was useful and heading in the right

direction.

SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS:

1) Background Check Workgroup:

Moving full steam ahead and met on March 31 and April 1 as planned and

reviewed the survey. Survey was responded to in better numbers than in the

past. There were 148 responses. Next phase to take decisions made as proposal

to this group. Fundamental idea was to make the process more flexible,

equitable and empowering to members. They want continued engagement from

members. They want insight, feedback, and thoughts. They hope to get

proposal to this group for the next meeting. Depending on what is final it would

be a few weeks but other changes like rule or waiver changes will take more

time. They do have a process for individual exceptions right now. People can

email the CDASS inbox. HCPF_PDP@state.co.us. Who makes the final decision?

Is it this whole group or clients only? They are considering because they want

to be efficient but also do it right. Jessica is looking for suggestions on how to

engage as well.

2) IHSS and IHSS Agency as AR: Will both be resuming next month. The IHSS

subcommittee May 10 from 10-11. The Agency as AR group meets on May 17 at

10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Someone asked Is there any discussion for CDASS

clients using an agency as an AR? This has not come up. Discussion about the

challenge finding Ars and how involving agencies is the antithesis of CDASS.

3) UR/UM Subcommittee: No update
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JULIE LEFT AT THIS POINT IN THE MEETING

Respectfully submitted,

Julie Reiskin
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